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Kissinger returns to U.S.;
meetings 'short of accord'
By George hspei
Associated Press Writer

SAIGON iAPI
['residential aide
Henry A Kissinger returned to the
United States yesterday as the I1 S
Embassy and a semiofficial Saigon
newspaper
issued
statements
indicating the latest peace negotiations

here had fallen short of an accord
There was no official guidance on
this, nor even on the subjects discussed from either side
But an apparent failure to reach
agreement centered on a cease-fire
plan and an interim government to
serve until a final political solution was
achieved

KISSINGER headed for Washington
to report to President Nixon alter five
days of (alks with President Nguyen
Van Thieu. the most intrusive Indo
china peace negotiations to date fksked
at the airport if it had been a productive visit. Kissinger replied: It
always is when I'm here
The embassy issued a brief state

Saigon news analysis

Is peace so far away?
By Richard Blysteoe
Associated Pre*! Writer
SAIGON i API Henry A Kissinger's
secret conferences here have raised
some hopes of early peace among the
young and the educated of Saigon, but
skepticism and apathy prevail among
the old and the unemployed.
Yesterday, the day of Kissinger's
departure, was a pretty day in the capital At clubs wealthy Vietnamese in
while tamiS togs flashed across the
courts Shops were full of goods

Candidates
Meeting
Candidates toi the US House ol
Representatives ohm Senate.
Ohio House "i Representatives
and count) eommisstoner will
meet in the Howling Green High
School cafeteria tonight at 8 to
discuss election issues
The candidates will meet as part
ol the annual Candidates Meeting,
sponsored by the I'orrysburg and

Bowling Green League ol Women
Voters.
A question and answer prrn«l
will follow th< meeting
The meeting will be taped by
Channel 70 to be broadcast before
the Nov 7 election

Along the docks the picture was nol
so bright. A jobless stevedore in a
green fatigue jacket sipped tea from a
glass at a tin and cardboard stall and
said: "Life is poor now If peace comes
1 will go home and grow rice and have
a better life "
A foreman observed
"We think
about our jobs first We don't think
about peace or war "
The proprietor of the stall, a stocky
man with a gray crewcut. wasn't
buying that He shook his head and said
his neighbors all are discussing the
comings and goings at the presidential
palace across the river.
"We want peace.'' he said, "but not
under the Communists. Nobody can
live where the Communists come."
He had fled his Mekong Delta home
when the Viet Cong came, he said
Both his sons joined the army and one
was killed
"You talk, you discuss." the proprietor said Then he pointed to a sign
painted on a wall across the street:
When the North Vietnamese Communists withdraw, then peace will
come."
One side must surrender," said the
foreman ""Either the North Vietnamese or the Americans and South
Vietnamese No surrender, no peace "
A mile away at the law school of Saigon University students in clean shirts
studied posted grades. Ten were asked
if peace was coming before next year
Five said yes. two said no, three said

maybe.

A girl in her last year of law studies
was pessimistic
"In ordei lo gel peace, il must he
wanted by both sides she said "If we
conceded we cannot have peace
Among gruil. cookie, soup and
cigarette vendors in the 2nd Precinct,
the verdict for peace by new yeai was
yes -- none, no -- one and no opinion
six
"I am too busy'to think about it."
said one woman

ment saying efforts toward an accord
between the allies would continue
Tin Song, a newspaper thai often
reflects Thieu views, said the general
impression of observers was that negotiations between Thieu and Kissinger
had been conducted in a very heated
atmosphere in the face of the
unyielding Vietnamese determination
to stand pal on its position."
THROUGHOUT THE duration of the
negotiations between the I! S delegalion and President Thieu. observers
noted thai the South Vietnamese had
always maintained their clear cut position lo reject any peace solution contrary to the interesls ol Ihe South Viet
nan* se people. Tin Song continued
A spokesman for the presidential
palace said !»■ could not confirm the
Tin Song account and the I s
Embassy would nol go beyond its 29word statement
Both .Newsweek and Tune magazines
have reported thai the United Slates
and North Vietnam have agreed to a
settlement that would include a ceasefire But there has been no official confirmation in Saigon from eithei is or
South \ ictnamescoflicials

U.S. jets shoot down
3 Soviet-built M/Gs
SAIGON iAP) The us Command
reported three uev. MIG kills ovei
North Vietnam and hostilities con
linued unabated to the south vcslerday
A command spokesman said Air
Force Phantom jets shot down Ihe
Soviet-built MIG21s in a dogfight west
of Hanoi eight days ago. but the kills
were not confirmed until yesterday IV
reported no U S. losses in the air
battle

i.Hut Mi ACTION in South Vietnam
was large!) confined to the central
highlands and coastal provinces, where
Communist-led lorces have resumed
highway harassment and shellings
near population centers
Reports Irom Binh Dinh province on
the central .oast said mortar and
recoilless rifle shells hit a large truck,
killing five Vietnamese and wounding
23
Saigon headquarters also reported a

American planes have shot down 177
MIGs over North Vietnam since the
beginning of the Indochina war. Wi ol
them this year MIG interceptors have
downed 71 US aircraft in the war.
according to command nguus

da) long battle In Hinh Dinh Province,

three miles east ol Phil My. a district
lown. In which ,7.1 enemy were killed
and 12 captured A communique said
five government soldiers were killed
ami seven wounded.

N«w.ph.l. by 0«M J. Pinker
The Bowling Green Vietnam Veterans Against the War
marched from the Administration Bldg. to the ROTC offices in
Memorial Hall yesterday. The non-political Veterans' Day service wai held in memory of those who have died in the Indochina conflict. About 50 persons participated.

Aide says AAcGovern narrowing gap
By Denny Law
Staff Reporter
Gordon Weil, executive assistant to Democratic presidential
nominee George McGovern.
said yesterday the senator is
"making rapid progress toward
closing the gap between him
and President Nixon" in Ohio's
public opinion polls.
Weil, who was taping a 30minute interview on Channel
70, WBGU-TV. said he doesn't
think polls represent an
accurate picture of publicopinion.
"POLLS MAY reflect the
cilizens's opinion at the time
they're taken, but I don't think
they're accurate when you consider how volatile political
opinion is in this country." Weil
said
He said McGovern was running behind Senator Edmund
Muskie in the polls during the
New Hampshire primary, yet
he won the nomination despite
earlier predictions.
"We see there is a change
toward McGovern in the polls
of the states we need to win."
he said
Those states are California.
Ohio. Michigan. Illinois and
Pennsylvania, he said

H. w.pUl. by Sm J. Pinker
Gordon Wei, executive assistant to Senator McOovem

MCGOVERN expects strong
support from college-age
voters in these states, but the
supposed strong youth vote
across the country "has been
exaggerated," Weil said.
When asked about the possi-

bility of the Nixon administration announcing a Vietnam
peace plan. Weil said if one is
proposed, "the settlement will
be pretty much what
McGovern has been advocating
all along.
And if that is the case, then
we can ask the question-what
took so long"' Why did 20.000
Americans die while these
(Nixon's I plans were being
formulated'.'"
By sending Henry Kissinger,
presidential advisor, around
the world in search of peace.
Weil said President Nixon "is
finally responding to pressure
that has been on him all along '
If a peace plan is announced.
Weil said " we can only hope the
people see that McGovern.
through his standing disapproval of the war. was the man
responsible for it."
WEIL ALSO criticized members of the Democrats for
Nixon Committee, and said
they were not affiliated with
the Democratic parly.
' The money they're spending
comes from allocations made
for the Republican party.'' Weil
said
He said the television advertisements they sponsor "are
filled with false statements.
"They claim McGovern has
said that if he was elected, he
would put 47 per cent of the
population on welfare. That's
ridiculous." Weil said.
"They also tell you that
McGovern s proposal to cut the
number of aircraft carriers in

the Pacific from IS to six would
put the United States in a dangerous position
"But what they don't tell you
is thai the Soviet Union has no
aircraft carriers in the Pacific.
"THERE is plenty of military waste, but ■ the Nixon
administration only shows the
surplus-surplus that can be cut
back." Weil said.
Weil also said McGovern has
been misrepresented in other
areas, such as when he asked
his first vice presidential running mate. Senator Thomas
Eagleton. to step out of the
race this summer because at
one time he had been under
psychiatric care.
Weil said the public views
this as a case in which
McGovern changed his mind.
However, he said that's not
true.
"After McGovern was confronted with the information,
he acted out of his friendship
first and asked Eagleton what
he could do to help," Weil said.
"Then, when he saw that the
information would become a
major issue in the campaign,
he decided, with the consent of
his advisors, that it would be
better if Eagleton stepped
down."
Herbert Klein, President
Nixon's director of commuaicatieas. is tentatively scheduled
to tape an Interview at Chaaael
7t today.
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!feDIT0RiaLS
voting
A "Meet Your Candidates" night is scheduled for tonight at 8
in the Bowling Green High School cafeteria, 530 W. Poe Rd.
About 3.000 University students are registered to vote in
Bowling Green-votes that can make a difference in the shape of
local government. But to cast ballots intelligently, these voters
must be familiar with background information on the candidates.
There is probably no better way to evaluate candidates than to
meet them, listen to their views and ask them questions.
Featured speakers will be candidates for the U.S. House of
Representatives, the Ohio House and Senate and Wood County
Commissioners. Other candidates will also be present.
Locally, there are 10 contested races, five uncontested. The
News will cover the local races and candidates Tuesday, October
31 through Friday, Nov. 3.
But attending the candidates' meeting can serve as a valuable
supplement to whatever the media provide.
If you are registered to vote in Bowling Green, do yourself and
your local government a favor Meet the candidates tonight at 8.

drug policy
According to a new policy on use, possession and suspicion of
drugs in residence halls, resident advisors will, in effect, assume
the role of police in reporting suspected students to hall directors
or house mothers.
This policy may prove to be an invalid and ineffective means of
discouraging drug usage in the dormitories.
On the one hand, 'he RAs are placed in the uncomfortable
position of narcotics agents.
Students in a residence hall are expected to trust the RA who
advises them and the RA may be reluctant to destroy or
undermine this trust by turning in students whom they suspect of
using or possessing drugs.
On the other hand, if the RA is a drug user, he/she may not be
in favor of turning himself/herself in to the hall director or house
mother.
We believe the new policy is unfair in its demands on the RA
and. at best, may result in a game of informants in residence
halls.
What is the role of an RA-counselor or drug-detector? Are
they compatible and reinforcing? We think not.

opinion

encourages social change
EdMor't Note: T»l» it Ike Itrrt hi ■
■cries •! fear ceJanuu aeaeartaf tail
week from each of the u)w ptHtteai
•antes •acraUag hi tac area - the
Socialist Workers party, the AaMricaa
laaaaaaaaal party, the DeaMeratk
party mi the 1 aj ■all t ■ party.
By the Bowling Greea Chapter
Yaaag Socialist Alliaaee
Soclallal Warkeri Party
Virtually an entire generation of
young people feels alienated from
politics, government and the
stagnation of our decaying, capitalist
culture.
But while most people who seek
change oppose Richard Nixon and his
policies, they are quick to jump on the
bandwagon of a lesser-evil candidate
like George McGovern
Voting for McGovern is not an
effective way to oppose Nixon, because
both men, whatever their beliefs, are
supporters of the capitalist system and
are out to save that system by any
means necessary.
IF NIXON IS carrying out an
inhuman war in Southeast Asia, the
Democrats, started it. and the
Democratic Congress has since given
him the funds to do it
If he has taken no serious steps to
diminish the oppression of blacks,
neither did the Democrats If women
are discriminated against and denied
the right to abortion by Nixon, it was
no different under the Democrats.
If Nixon has indicted Vietnam
veterans for. "intending to disrupt'
the Republican convention, the
Democrats indicted the Chicago Kight
And so it goes.
McGovern began his campaign as
the champion of abortion law reform,
amnesty for draft resistors, gay rights
and marijuana law repeal
l.'e's the same politican who
engineered the defeat of the gay rights

poster

cheaper on the dole
By Nicholai Von Hoffman
So many people are running around
the country denouncing welfare thai
there has to be something to be said in
Us favor The near unanimity on the
subject is presumptive evidence that
the prevailing opinion is at least
seriously flawed if not wrong
The lirsl and most vehemently
advanced argument agamsi welfare is
thai it costs "too much " "l> much"
is always defined as whatevt, we're
paying in laxes to support the welfare
syslem at the moment
The speaker then goes on to proffer
the golden promise of how cheap it
would all be if the people on welfare
were oil it working and contributing to
the lax rolls
II sounds convincing until you start
trying to cost out the price of a fullemployment society To my knowledge
no one's ever done this-but my guess is
thai u would be cheaper to keep people
on the dole
TAKE THE largest category of
welfare
recipients-women
with
children anil without husbands If they
go to work, we're going tb have to
spend hundreds of millions of dollars
building, maintaining and running

every sort of child-care facility.
We will also have to spend X millions
more "motivating" the women to want
to work Nobody knows how to do that
because, women's liberation or not.
there are still a vast number of
females who prefer staying at home
and taking care of kids
But suppose we say the heck with
that motivation business That's just
professor talk anyway We just tell
em: If you want to eat, you work So
who's going to hire them'' They're
unskilled.
Nobody who's trying to run an
efficient operation will let that kind of
worker in the door That means there's
nothing left for them but domestic
service
Do you want that kind of worker in
your house'' Do you want that kind of
worker as a low-paid hospital
attendant when you're the patient''
NO, WELFARE is cheaper and less
troublesome. In fact, one of our
problems may be that we don't have
enough people on welfare. Look around
and almost everywhere your eye falls,
you're going to see a plethora of people
holding down useless, make-work jobs.
We know this is the case at all levels
of government, but it's also true of
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privale enterprise IValhci bedding
mass goofing-nfl and blocking the
installation of automated equipment
are endemic
Less easy to document is the keeping
of superfluous while collar technical.
and managerial personnel
Thai is very expensive employment
Not only does il COSl like crazy In
create the office or factory space for
somebody
who's doing
nothing
productive it actually impedes ihe
efficiency 01 those who are
The time may come when we'll have
to declare that unearned income or
welfare is all right, but that certain
categories of work are henceforth to Intreated as a rare, earned privilege
Under such a system people would be
hired for the hotter, more interesting
jobs on a two-year probat ion. uv
period Al the end of that time, those
who didn't come up to snufl would be
called in and told that they are bai red
from plant or office but that they will
receive their full pay-check for the rest
of their lives.
Then the people in the remaining
group, those who showed they wei e DM
kind of good workers you want, would
be called in and offered a choice,
immediate retirement at full pay or a
20 per cent pay cut for the privilege ot
staying on the job
OR WE MIGHT try to cut the costs
of overemployment another a>aj
People holding down the good jobs
mighl have to go into mandatory
welfare on some kind of rotational
basis
That's already beginning to happen
with sabbatical leaves and similar
sorts of devices that get a certain
number of people out of the place every
year
But what would this do to the work
ethic'' Only people who like and enjoy
their jobs partake of the work ethic If
you have a crummy, hateful job you do
it only for the money
But there's too much money around
these days so people who used to do
ratty jobs with great care and energy
now just tell the boss to go love off The
people who love their work go on doing
it as best they can
These strange proposals wouldn't
sound so nutty if you recall that jobs
have two unconnected purposes in
America. We have jobs to get work
done, and we have jobs that we use as a
gimmick to distribute income without
hurting people's self-esteem by putting
them on welfare
We'd find it cheaper to junk the
distributive Income jobs and make
welfare a nice word Otherwise full
employment may job us all into
bankruptcy.
Wtt*kti>!iiNiin»at'i»ii.iMl| aaats

and abortion plank at the democratic
party convention, and who now opposes
amnesty and marijuana law repeal.
Nixon and McGovern are two sides
of the same capitalist coin The
difference between Nixon and
McGovern is no greater than the
difference between the Democratic
and Republican parties Both are proimperialist, racist, sexist, war-making
parties, owned and controlled by big
business.
IN CONTRAST to the twin parties of
big business, Linda Jenness and
Andrew Pulley, candidates of the
Socialist Workers party, are campaigning to support and encourage all of the
independent movements for social
change.
They don't tell anti-war activists
that the time for demonstrations is
over They tell them to continue to
build the independent
anti-war
movement for the immediate
withdrawal of all U.S. forces from
Southeast Asia
Their campaign is explaining the

role of U.S. imperialism in crushing
popular
liberation
struggles
throughout the world.
Jenness and Pulley don't tell women
to abandon their struggle in order to
campaign for a man who wants to be
president, or to work within parties
that are bastions of sexism.
They tell women to keep building an
independent movement for control of
their own bodies and lives and not to
rely on anyone else to end their
oppression
The Socialist campaign doesn't tell
militants in the black and Chicano
movements to give up struggling for
control over their own communities
and for self-determination:
it
encourages them to build their own
independent political parties and to
carry on the independent fight against
their opression.
JENNESS AND Pulley don't tell
working people to accept the freeze on
their wages while their employers'
profit continue to soar or to continue to
vote for candidates and political

parties who have sold them out in their
fight for better living conditions.
They explain that only by organizing
their own independent labor party will
workers be able to safeguard their
standard of living
The main message of the Jenness
and Pulley campaign is that the
oppressed and unrepresented must
build their own movements
independent of the capitalist parties to
get what they want and need.
For these reasons young people all
over the country are supporting the
Socialist Workers Campaign in '72

•

Young Socialists for Jenness and
Pulley in the high schools, on the
campuses and in the communities are
helping to build the socialist campaign
and challenge the capitalist candidates
to debate and speak to the issues of
concern to youth today
By November these young activists
will have brought news of the socialist
campaign to millions of people in every
part of the country
Join the Socialist Workers campaign

golf course unadvised
In response to The BG News article
concerning the expansion of the golf
course I feel it is necessary to inform
the University community of the scope
of the investment
The need of an additional nine holes
has been under consideration for many
years A study by a professional
architect in 1967 advised against such a
move but the University has preceded
anyway
The idea that an additional nine holes
will triple the income of the course is
absurd II the University cannot
support a nine hole course how can it
support the additional costs of an 18
hole course''
To pay for itself the course must
draw from the surrounding area This
is unlikely considering the existing
clubhouse
THIS CONVERTED farmhouse has
no facility for a snack bar or even a
place to sit down Why would golf
leagues wanl to come to a course that
in effect has no clubhouse''
The construction ol a new clubhouse
would probably equal the $128,000
spent for the additional nine holes
Even then the course would have
limited appeal simply because the flat
terrain and lack of trees make it about
as appealing as a corn field
Even if one assumes that the course
should be built and that despite it's
huge payroll and available equipment
the University should not tackle Ihe
project itself, the deal still has been
bungled
The bid of $128,000 appears low until
one looks at what has been done
Because the University bulked at
accepting the bid. construction did not
begin until this summer
The project frankly has been a hurry
up job in an attempt to finish before
winter Most of the course was seeded
too late in the year and the grass is not
growing
DRAINAGE TILE have been
installed improperly The existing nine
holes has been torn up to the extent
that there are really only seven holes
right now Because of the course
condition, income this fall has been a
virtual zero.
Add this loss of revenue to the
$128,000 bid and then consider the
amount of money the University will
have to spend next spring to turn the
present disaster area into a golf course
and the wisdom of an expense that
realistically will not pay for itself
becomes questionable
By this mismanaged enterprise the
priorities of this University become

evident While President Moore warns
of possible bankruptcy and higher
tuitions if the income tax is repealed
the athletic department is free to
squander this huge amount of money
just to achieve the status of having an
18 hole golf course.
Certainly only a small percentage of
the students and faculty will use this
facility yet we must all pay for it.
At a time when money is scarce at

BGSU and when other facilities,
notably a new theater complex, are so
greatly needed this careless expense
was not needed
I hope this University re-evaluates
its needs and priorities before another
such "white elephant" is adopted and
charged to the tuition and tax payers
Michael Stuckman
1723 Juniper Drive

correcting fallacies
1 thought I'd just drop a line to
correct a few fallacies in the Muddy
Waters review by Richard Brase. First
off. Muddy Waters does have a Delta
blues background, has recorded Delta
blues for the Library of Congress
i released by Testament Records I. but
the blues he did here hail straight from
Chicago.
Muddy Waters is the main originator
and performer of Chicago Bar Blues
Muddy did not perform "Rollin' Stone"
at all Monday night nor is it "his hit."
The song Mr Brase mistook for it
was "Mannish Boy." "Rollin' Stone"
is simply Muddy's re-do of the
standard "Catfish Blues "
The reason none of the song titles
were announced is two-fold: first. It'll
fairly silly thing to do and is almost
never done: secondly, all the songs he
did could be considered his greatest
hits Why announce things like "Honey
Bee." "Long Distance Call" and "Got
My Mojo Working"?

that in consideration, he is definitely
not in the same league with men like
Little Walter. James Cotton. Shaky
Walter Morton, or either Sonnyboy
Williamson
The sound set up was fairly poor, but
from where I sat every word was clear
as a bell
The main casualty of this situation
was Joe "Pine Top" Perkins, who is
really the second star ol the Muddy
Waters Blues Band and an excellent
boogie pianist.
Lastly. 1 just wonder where Mr
Brase was sitting Monday, if he was
there at all Because if he was there he
must have been camatose
I was on the floor with a load of folks
and we were shakin our boogies, as
were the people behind us. in front of
us. and on both sides
1 also heard quite a bit of hand
clapping, shouting and foot stomping I
also saw two encores and for once 1
was proud of a Bowling Green
audience

JOHN SEBASTIAN? Mr Sebastian
does play good harmonica, but in an
entirely different idiom. Even taking

Tei i y Fowler
232 South Summit St

■kitchen complaints
Changes must be made in the
residence hall kitchens, particularly
the facilities in the I'arshman
Quadrangle The greatest problem is
the lack of efficiency due. possibly to
inadequate communication between
the serving lines and the kitchens
There are frequent delays as food
runs short. Another source of
antagonizing delay is the handling of
special order items, especially at
breakfast
If such orders were taken as students
entered the service area the pace
would be stepped up
ALTHOUGH I am sure not all
students have experienced these
inconveniences, a universal complaint
must be the prices.

This is a concern of all students in
the residence halls, since they are
committed to eat in the dorms by the
meal coupons.
Not only are the portions and prices
out of proportion, but often than not the
food isn't even hot
If others share these complaints,
please write to this paper or make your
dissatisfaction known to the right
people
If the management of the food
service or the employees feel that
there are legitimate excuses for these
conditions, please write a letter to The
BG News or somehow let the student
body know why they exist.
Bill Grove
430 Anderson

'NOW, SOME OF YOU MAY GIT THI IDEA THAT I LIKE POLLUTION
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Defense budget 'catastrophic'

McGovem financing attacked
By Scon ScredtM
Muagiag Editor

FORD ALSO defended accelerated
defense spending since the beginning
of the Vietnam war.
Ve said almost all defense spending
since the war began has been because
of cost-of-living increases or military
pay raises.

Rep. Gerald Ford (R-Mich.l
Saturday attacked Sen. George S
McGovern's proposed military
defense budget as "catastrophic" for
American interests.
Speaking at a press conference in
Bowling Green. Ford said the
military budget cuts purported by
McGovern would "substantially
reduce our military capability" and
"seriously harm the President's
negotiating strength with the Soviet
Union."
McGovern. the Democratic presidential candidate, has proposed to cut
the military defense budget by about
$33 billion during the next three
years

The pre-tyetnam war defense
budget was roughly ISO billion, and
the present one is about 177 billion.
Ford, who is also the rouse
minority leader, said President
Nixon's popularity on college campuses is the result of his desire to
establish an all-volunteer army by
July. 1973. and his decision to sign
into law a bill giving 18-21 year-olds
the right to vote.
Ford said an all-volunteer army has

a good chance of succeeding because
of pay boosts for servicemen enacted
by Congress and declining combat
responsibilities in Vietnam.
Commenting on the President's
veto last week of the $24 8 billion
water pollution control bill. Ford said
Nixon "got some bad technical
advice on a key privision."
FORD SAID Nixon thought the language of the bill would force him to
spend $21 billion in the next three
years.
Ford, who voted for the bill, said he
tried to convince the President it was
not mandatory spending, but Nixon
thought otherwise.
Ford said he also voted last week
for the bill which would have given

President Nixon the authority to limit
federal spending to $250 billion during
the 1972-73 fiscal year
He said Congress has "gone wild"
in upping the President s budget, and
thought Nixon needed the authority to
bring program spending in line with
that budget
SOME OF the programs Ford
thought could be cut were under
Health. Education and Welfare
i HEW I.
He said some of the Model Cities
programs could receive a budget cut
and not be hurt He said it was "a
waste of money" to send administrators and directors of the program to
from 25 to 30 meetings a year within
the United States

Search for Boggs' craft

newsnoTes
King or queen?
AKRON. Ohio lAPl - The student
supreme court at the University of
Akron, after broad deliberations,
ruled Monday that 235-pouund
Stephen Simmons cannot be a candidate for homecoming queen-this
year.
The student court, known formally
as the Student Judiciary Committee
of the Associated Student Government, considered Simmons campaign
most of the afternoon before
rejecting his candidacy
The court said Simmons, a 19-yardold sophomore from nearby Norton,
Ohio, did not submit an application
and said write-in votes for him were
burned in accordance with past practices
Simmons contended he was
rejected because contest rules require that contestants be women.

Faculty union
CLEVELAND, i APi - Bv a vote of
82 to 58, members of the faculty of

Baldwin-Wallace College have
rejected selecting a collective
bargaining agent
The American Association of
University Professors tAAl'Pi had
sought to represent the faculty
members in the first attempt to
unionize the faculty of a college or
university in the Cleveland area.
Last May the faculty at Ashland
College voted to accept the AAUP as
collective bargaining agent in the
first such action at a college or
university in Ohio

Arms debate
UNITED NATIONS. NY. (API The annual UN arms debate opened
yesterday, two-thirds of the nations
in favor of the world disarmament
conference proposed by the Soviet
Union but with the United States and
China opposed.
Mexico, the Soviet Union and the
United States were the first speakers
The debate in the General
Assembly's main political committee
is scheduled to last through Nov 23.
but the subject is so complicated
some believe it might continue into
December

N.wiph«t. by Sl.».n I I

R«p Gerald Ford

Both France and China in the past
have resisted all efforts to involve
them in the 10-year-old. 25-nation
Geneva disarmament committee.
Now France has agreed to
participate in a preparatory committee for the world conference that
the Soviet Union proposed a year ago.
Though no reply from China has
been published. Deputy foreign
Minister Chiao Kuanhua said in
general debate Oct 3 that a world
disarmament conference would be an
"empty-talk club" and "it is better
not to hold it "

Hiring data
CLEVELAND (API - The federal
government's minority hiring figures
are "at best, distortion of the facts."
Hep Gus Hawkins iD-Calif.l said
yesterday as he opened a hearing on
job bias problems
Rep Louis Stokes i D-Ohio i host for
the hearing, said he invited the subcommittee to Cleveland because
Cleveland shows the highest un
employment among the nation's 20
largest cities

hampered by weather
ANCHORAGE,
Alaska
I API - Hampered again by
weather, the Air Force
refused to give up hope yesterday as "the search for a
light plane carrying House
Democratic Leader Hale
Boggs and three other men
entered its second week.
"The mission will never
be called off until the plane
is found." a spokesman said
yesterday. "At present, it's
full speed ahead "
But the spokesman. Sgt
Bill Anderson, said the only
tangible grounds for optimism has been "relative
mild temperatures' ranging
between 30 to 40 degrees
over the 136.000 square-mile
search area, checked and rechecked by a fleet of military and private planes,
mountaineering teams and
Coast Guard cutters.

half of them equipped with
electronic surveillance gear,
were available to search
yesterday, but were slowed
by bad weather Officials
reported winds ranging to 40
miles an hour, rain and poor
visibility.
It was one week to the day
since Hoggs, of Louisiana.
Hep Nick Begich. Alaska's
lone representative. Itussell
1. Brown, a Begich aide,
and pilot Don Jon?
disappeared on the SKO-mile

campaign flight from
Anchorage to Juneau.
Through yesterday
morning. Anderson said,
search planes had logged
more than 1.5(H) hours in the
air
NORMALLY.
AIR
searches in Alaska are suspended after a week or 10
days if no success is
reported
The Air Force has
checked dozens of leads

without success and has
summoned top-secret supersonic reconnaissance jets
capable of searching thousands of square miles electronically in minutes.
The Air Force said it was
studying 4.000 feet of film
shot by a high-altitude
reconnaissance plane Sunday but otherwise, a spokesman said, there have been
"no signs, no sightings, no
leads, nor reports."

BE ANYTHING YOU WANT

SOME SO aircraft, about

Candidates address big cities
By The Associated Press
President Nixon hit the
campaign trail yesterday,
promising to use vetoes and
every other weapon in the
executive arsenal to fight
what he called a "congressional .spending spree."
Meanwhile Democratic
candidates. Sen. George
McGovern and vice presidential running mate
Sargent Shriver. said their
antiwar campaign should
get the credit if Nixon negotiates a cease-fire in Indochina before the Nov. 7
election
Nixon was in heavily
Republican white-collar
suburbs of New York City as
he
castigated
the
Democratic Congress for
passing
"budget-breakers
that could only be financed
by higher prices or higher
taxes, or both." and failing
to enact the $250-billion
spending ceiling he
recommended.
During the coming week
there will be a number of

^Dinner Dales'

vetoes." he said Through
these and by holding back
portions of appropriations,
he indicated, he will try to
trim off the $8 billion or
more of spending authorization above his goal
MCGOVERN LEFT
Washington to press his vote
quest in Philadelphia and
New York, after saying it
would be ironic if a peace
settlement hurt his chances
after he had campaigned all
along against the war. but

Thursday and Ohio on Saturday.

that his campaign would be
worthwhile if it accomplished this
President Nixon headed
for the New York City
suburbs His schedule included a motorcade through
Westchester County, a reception at the Tarrytown
home of Gov Nelson Rockefeller and rallies at Uniondale and Islip on Long
Island

SEN. MCGOVERN. who
took his campaign for the
presidency to Philadelphia
and New York yesterday,
said he expects to win "by a
narrow margin" on Nov. 7.
He said he has two aides
working on appointments
and other immediate
problems he would face if
elected.
Pollster Louis l.'arris said
McGovern's presidential bid

He has other campaign
trips planned to Kentucky on

has been hurt because
voters consider him radical
on income redistribution,
unable to make hard
decisions because of the
Eagleton affair, and not
truly an "anti-politics"
figure.
He said there was an
"underdog effect" working
for McGovern, but that
Nixon's lead was so large.
McGovern needs a significant turnaround to overtake
him

THE HUMANITIES CLUSTER COLLEGE
IS ALIVE AND WELL
Features of the Humanities Cluster:
1. Winter Quarter

GET
3 LARGE COKES FREE

5. Curriculum: Art, Classics, English, Music, Philosophy,
Theater

Interested Students Are Invited to an
Information Meeting
Tues., Oct. 24,7:00, 111 South Hall
Wed., Oct. 25,8:00,111 South Hall
or

ALPINE VILLAGE

■'•wataw* Bawlai Bret*

MEETING: October 30,6 p.m.
CAPITAL ROOM-UNION
TUESDAY NIGHTS

3. 15 quarter hours credit
4. Live and learn in Prout

/(eataaAajtte

All Persons Interested
In Forming An All-Campus
Photo Club

2. Satisfies humanities group requirements in all Colleges

CfS***-

"...and while yon recruits have chow in the
mess hall. 1 think I'll run
over to Pettis for some
home-made spaghetti!"

Join Society for Creative Anachronism!

Contact:

Richard Carpenter (2-2210)
or

Robert Goodwin (2-2117)

DOMINO'S
With the order of any
large pizza
For the best Pizzas
Delivered Hot, Fast and Free

Call 352-5221
Coming Soon

"SUPER TUESDAY" OCT. 31

•unM^/ThaMNewt. Tuesday. Oc»«b.r24, 197S

Center examines U.S. life
By

PfjH I

McGookey

A unified approach to the
study of the American way
of life is the goal of the
University's new Center for
American Studies.
Students in the American
Studies program study the
relationship of literature
and English, art. history, political science, philosophy
and sociology to American
society and western civilization.
Although the University
has offered a major in
American Studies since
1957. the program was under
the English
department
until this year.
Dr. Alma J. Payne,
chairman of the committee
directing the program, said
establishing a Center for
American Studies this year
has given the program
autonomy and an independent budget.

It wot a strength ogniml llianflh — and rh« mud — ot the
Sigma Phi EptUon Mud Tug Saturday at Starling Farm. Dolly
Mock, junior (A & S | and a mombor of Dolta Oomma torority,
pulls for hor lifo. Fittt plac. winnora woro Alpha Tau Omoga
fratornity and Kappa Dolta torority.

DR.
PAYNE has been
associated
with
the
University's
American
Studies program since its

beginning. She has seen it
grow from five students
during its first year to 145
undergraduate and 38
graduate students this year,
i The graduate program was
begun in 1961).
Because the Center for
American Studies now has
its own budget, it can now
afford
interdisciplinary
seminars with experts in
various fields.
Winter quarter the center
will offer a seminar entitled
"The Gilded Age.'' under
the direction of Dr. Payne
and Dr Kenneth Davison.
chairman
of
American
Studies at
Heidelberg
College.
The seminar-which Dr.
Payne describes as a course
involving student contributions rather than only
lectures-is open to any
interested seniors and will
oiler four hours credit

the general methodology of
American Studies, the
course will be open to all
interested student*.
Information about either
of these courses is available
from Dr. Payne.
Dr. Payne described the
methodology of American
Studies as "the training of
students in an interdisciplinary approach to
study."'
American
Studies
students relate various
fields of study to each other
rather than viewing their
courses as separate and
unrelated.

Opponents
of fax repeal
to meet Wed.
Students interested
in
working to retain the state
income tax can attend a
meeting tomorrow night
at 7 in the Student Courtroom, Student Services
Building.
Steve Miller, co-ordinator
of community and state
affairs for the Student Body
Organization tSBO). will organize the meeting
Miller said a meeting held
last week drew only 18 students.
"I wish students would
take more of an interest,"'
he said "This is an issue
where they can really have
an individual effect on the
issue "
The Ohio Board of
Regents has urged state
university and college
students to support retaining
the state income tax since
its repeal could result in fee
increases

AN
INTRODUCTORY
course in American Studies
is also scheduled for winter
quarter
Designed
to
acquaint participants with

Chilean opposition mounting
SANTIAGO. Chile (API
A shortage of lood and lucl
in Santiago became more
acute yesterday as doctors,
dentists and private schoolteachers joined a nationwide
strike movement againsl
Chile's leftist government.
The country's antiMarxist opposition called
for a "day ol silence'' today
in which all opposed to
President
Salvador
Allende's programs to "lead
Chile down the road to

socialism" would stay
home
The Interior Ministry said
:I4 persons were arrested
Sunday alter terrorist
attacks in several parts of
Chile, where 20 of 25 provinces are under a state of
emergency, a form ol
martial law
But reliable news ol
events in the interior was
sketchy because the government last week assumed
control ol all Chilean radio

stations in a state-controlled
network of news, music and
public announcements
THIS CAPITAL of three
million residents was feeling
the pinch of a trucking strike
which began Oct. 10 and a
shopkeepers' strike more
than a week old
Gen. Hector Bravo Munoz.
who heads the Santiago
emergency zone where a
midnight-to-dawn curfew is
in effect, banned sale of

gasoline to private motorists
through the weekend.
When filling stations,
guarded by army troops,
were allowed to reopen at
dawn yesterday, sales were
lurther rationed from last
week's 40 escudo maximum
to 30 escudos, about 65 cents
in U.S. money.
HOUSEWIVES found the
selection of fruits and vegetables at Santiago markets
small and prices high.

The government last week
announced a ban on sales of
beef until December, the
Christmas holiday season
The truck owners and
shopkeepers have vowed to
strike indefinitely, until the
Allende government guarantees to keep from making
lurther inroads into private
industry and business in
Chile

Keating will discuss
youth in government

SHA NA NA AND THE O'JAYS, ONLY TWO DAYS AWAY
US Hep. William .1 Keating. Congressman for Ohio's
hrst district, will speak tomorrow at 7 p.m. in the Dogwood
Suite. Union
Pis topic will be the role of youth in the government
Keating, a native of Cincinnati, is a graduate of the
University ol Cincinnati with degrees in law and business
administration.
I'e has served as a member ol the I'ouse Judiciary Committee and the Select Committee on Crime. I!e is also a
member ot the Republican task forces on drug abuse and
health care
The speech is sponsored by Young Voters for the
President

SUPER
MARKET

CENTRE

201 S. MAIN ST. ACROSS FROM 1st NATIONAL

PENNY SALE

Good thru Saturday Oct. 28

GOOD THUR.. OCT. 28

SPECIAL
•:

RED & WHITE
2% Low Fat
MILK
Two Vz gal.

c

BG News

>-->- COUPON-----.

FAIRMONT
POTATO CHIPS
UMIT2
Bt; News

49

per pound

DUNCAN HINES
CAKE MIX

per BAG

-COUPON""™

SPAM REGULAR
LUNCHEON MEAT

THE
AMERICAN
Studies program is directed
by a committee representing
different areas within the
University.

Three activists
to speak at TU
Actress Jane Fonda.
George Smith, a former
prisoner of war. and
Tom f.'ayden. a Chicago
Seven defendant, will
speak on Wednesday in
the Multi-purpose Room
at the University of
Toledo's student union

Ballots due Thursday
on Senate proposals
Thursday is the deadline
for returning the final
ballots for the faculty vote
on the no smoking resolution
and the pass no record
proposal for-English 111-112.
Ballots were delivered
Friday to the 12 faculty
members who did not
receive any during the first
vote.
The Faculty Senate executive committee voted Thursday to send the ballots, after
it discovered that members
of the marketing department did not receive any
ballots
A SPOKESMAN in the
Faculty Senate office said
the ballots were not sent to
the marketing department
because of a computer error
omitting the marketing
department's address labels
for ballots
The additional votes could
reverse the outcome of the
vote on the pass no record
proposal,
which was
defeated during the initial
balloting. 211 to 215.
The pass no record
proposal calls for estab-

lishing a grading system
similar to S/U However,
instead of receiving a U if a
student fails to meet course
requirements,
he
would
receive no mark at all.
The plan would be
employed on a one-year trial
basis
The resolution on no
smoking in non-designated
areas was defeated. 248 to
156.

Mock election
set for Union
A mock Presidential
election will be held today
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the
River
Room.
Union,
sponsored by the executive
boards of Inter-Fraternity
Council and
Panhcllenic
Council.
The election is open o all
students.
Presidential
candidates
McGovern,
Nixon and
Si limit/ will be on the mock
ballots
Results will be
made public

on Aquatic plants
&

many different kinds
of FRESH and SALT

WATER.
521 S. PROSPECT ■ 354-9603

HOMECOMING
DINNER/DANCE
SATURDAY, OCT. 28
DINNER - 4:30-6:00 PHEASANT RM
DANCE - 8:00-12:00
GRAND BALLROOM
FEATURING

"FRESH AIR"
TICKETS- UNION TICKET OFFICE
DINNER & DANCE - $5 per person
DANCE (ONLY) $1 50 per person

BG News

c
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STUDENTS MAY be
enrolled in the College of
Arts and Sciences or the
College of
Education.
Teaching certification is
possible for American
Studies majors who
specialize in sociology, political science, history or
English
Dr. Payne said people
with degrees in American
Studies later become college
instructors, journalists or librarians, enter government
services, or
work in
museums.
"The degree is valuable to
any employer looking for an
individual who can relate a
number of areas to obtain an
overall view of situations."
Dr Payne said "This is the
value of the interdisciplinary approach to the
teaching of
American
Studies "

The committee includes
Dr. Payne, representing
literature and English: Dr.
Eric McCready, art; Dr.
William Reichert, political
science; Dr. Virginia Platt.
history; Dr. Joseph Kivlin.
sociology; Dr. Virgil Ort.
the College of Education:
and Dr. Robert Goodwin.
Cluster College
"Most people in the
American Studies program
are very excited and enthusiastic about it." Dr. Payne
said "The center provides a
central location and creates
a sense of belonging which
contributes to that
enthusiasm."

354-9603

DINNER BELL
SKINLESS
WEINERS

68

.69

REG. 69C

SPECIAL

Although
American
Studies students take no
minor, they do specialize in
one of six fields of study.

18V* oz.
BG News

DOMINO'S PRINTS THE FACTS.

4 / »1.00
LIMIT 4

— — COUPON

BANQUET FROZEN
PUMPKIN PIES

1. Domino's has not raised its prices in three years.
We are no longer the highest priced pizza.
2. Domino's offers more specials and bonuses to the
students than any other pizza shop in town
(and for good reason - you are our customer)
3. Domino's offers an excellent fresh dough pizza with
a large selection of items.
4. Domino's introduced the "Giant "coke to BG.

12 OZ. ■ *S«V
i News

■—--COUPON—.

limit: 2

20OZ.
BG News

GLACIER CLUB
ICE CREAM
Vigal.

.49'

LIMIT 2

.....COUPON—-

5. Domino's offers fast, free, hot delivery. We strive
for 3» minute service.

DOMINO CANE
SUGAR

(ALL FLAVORS)
.&&

•CmZ)

51b.
LIMIT 1

BG News

.39'

WITH 5.00 PURCHASE

DOMINO'S THE PIZZA PEOPLE
I

TuMdoy, Oclobar 24, 1972, Th. SO N«n/hfi S.

Cites female victimization

Feminist slams capitalism
Feminist Evelyn Reed
charged Friday that
capitalism is one of the
greatest oppressors of
women
Speaking at a program
sponsored by Cultural Boost.
Reed described the
relationship between women
and the capitalist system
"The victimization of
women doesn't come from
any biological deficiency,
but from social causes.'' she
said
Reed, a Marxist-oriented
anthropologist, said women
have accepted for too long
the view that they are
physically and mentally
inferior to men .1 view
fostered by many male
biologists and anthropologists.

into the hands of the very
forces which have elevated
men and downgraded
women.'' she said
'Just because males are.
larger, in some species, this
does not make them sultans
or kings or capitalist overlords." she said.
Rather than admit that it
is the capitalist society oppressing women, males
cling to the view that women
are inferior to men because
they are biologically or

ELIGIBILITY is limited
to students who plan to
pursue full-time study
toward a doctoral degree in

Registration materials
to be mailed Monday
Registration packets will be mailed to students between
Oct. 30 and Nov. 3 for winter quarter classes, according to
the Office of the Registrar.
The registration request cards can be mailed or delivered
in person at the Registrar's office between Nov. 1-10.
From Nov. 27-28. data sheets and partial schedules will be
mailed, and students with partial schedules may process
changes of schedule from Nov. 29-Dec I.

Dissertation Awards are
given to doctoral candidates
who have completed all
requirements for a doctorate except the dissertation The awards are for
one year and are not
renewable
PREFERENCE will be
given to applicants who now
hold Southern Fellowship
Fund awards or Ford
Foundation Advanced Study

WBGU-TV to recap
history of Hollywood
WBGU-TV. Channel 70. will take an informal look at
Ifollywood-its past and present-tonight at 730
Hollywood-Those Were the Days" will feature an
interview with veteran actor. Benny Rubin.
The program will include discussion with Sam Grogg and
Jack Nachbar. teaching fellows in popular culture, and coeditors of "Journal of Popular Film "
Tomorrow night at 8, WBGU-TV will broadcast "To
Endorse or Not to Endorse-That Was the Question."
examining the basis upon which newspapers endorse
candidates.

The student body will have
a new vice president by the
end of this week to replace
Craig Taliaferro Taliaferro
was dropped from the University last June for nonpayment of fees.
Jeff Sherman. Student
Body Organization iSBOi
president, said six finalists
will be chosen from a list of
24 candidates The final
choice will be made from
these six sometime this
week

6:30 Wednesday, Oct. 25
115 Education Building
TRIPS, PARTIES,
FREE BEGINNERS LESSONS

Everyone Invited!

committee before a candidate is selected for the
office
The new vice president
will replace acting vice
president Larry Soloman.
sophomore < A&S I

THE CANDIDATES are
being screened by three
members of the steering
committee and three members of SBO
Sherman said the candidates will be asked a scries
of questions worth several
points each The six with the
highest points will be
finalists.
The finalists will each be
asked the same series of 20
questions
The answers will be discussed by the screening

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
A. To tott lor ihc caMUdalM lor prr«MrM -ml vtrcjimMnii whoM mmfi
if printed below, mirk "X" in the rrctiitKuUt ifMCC M ihc lilt of lite name) of
«"■ li candidate*. Sorh "X" mark will be counted at a vole b>r each ut the candidate! lor presidential elector whose lumri have beta certified to the secretary
of state and who are members of the same political party as the nominees for
president and *ice-president.
B. To »ole lor candidate! for president and vire-prrtident in the blank space
bflow, mark "X" in the kit rectangular space and write the name of your choice
for president and/or »ke-pre»ident vndrr ihc respective hradtnKi provided for
those offices. Such write-in will be counted as a vote lor the candidate's presidential electors whose names have been properly certified to the Secretary of
State.
C If you tear, soil, deface, or erroneously mark this ballot, return it to the
precinct election officers and obtain another ballot
(Vote not mure than once)

For President
LOUIS FISHER
SoeMM Labor futt
For Vice Preiident
GENEVIEVE GUNDERSON
Socialist Labor Party

For President

GUS HALL

MON FRI 9-9
SAT. 9-NOON

For Vice President

JARVIS TYNER

FIGURE SALON OF B.G.
110W. PoeRd
354 7271

"I like
FamilyNight
at Ponderosa
because...

For President
GEORGE S. McGOVERN
Democrat
For Vice- Prcaidcnt
R. SARGENT SHRIVER

For President
RICHARD M. NIXON
Repuhhean
For Vice Preiident

SPIRO T. AGNEW

... I have nothing else to do
but eat, so every Tuesday
night I go to Ponderosa for
a good steak dinner, and
since a good steak dinner is
only 99 cents at Ponderosa
on Tuesday nights, I can eat
several of them."
Lonely 300-Pounder

Oct. 24, Tuesday 7:30 P.M.
White Dogwood

SPEAKER
Mr. Paul Wolfram

Republic*..

For Preiident

JOHN C. SCHM1TZ
American Independent Party
For Vice Preiident

<f

THOMAS J. ANDERSON
American Independent Party

—

^

For President

For Vice Preaident

P.S. Meet me at Ponderosa across from the
Football Stadium.

DON ELLIS

manipulated women in order
to serve those in power
i men I

"Women are fighting for .
control of their own bodies,
lives and minds," she said.
"Under state and national
laws, women do not even
have the right to control
their own reproductive pro- .
cesses."
•'.
Within the private pro--'
perty system, women are
in large measure, the pro-:'
perty of the men they
marry.'' sheadded
SUCH RESTRAINTS on
women are necessary if men
are to maintain the status-'
quo. she said.
"The rich rule over the
poor, who are degraded. The
while race dominates the
non-while race. Parents
dominate children And the
possessors of property
dominate women, who are
the degraded sex." she said.

WAKE UP TO MORNING MUSIC

OFFICIAL PRESIDENTIAL 3ALLOT

OKI Certificates Available For
Kxerciso Courses.
Pennynch
Bras & Lingerie, and Home Exercise Equipment

STOCK MARKET CLUB

Stock Broker, Bell & Beckwith

BLACK STUDENTS may
obtain application forms and
additional information from
Graduate Fellowships for
Black Americans. National
Fellowships Fund. 795
Peachtree St. N.E.. Suite
484. Atlanta. Georgia 30308
American Indians. Puerto
Ricans and Mexican-Americans should write to
Graduate Fellowships for
I specify). The Ford Foundation. 320 East E. 43rd St,
New York. New York 10017

ONE FREE WEEK

ALPHA DELTA PI

SKI CLUB MEETING

completed applications and
all supporting documents is
Jan 5. 1973. Winners will be
announced March 25.

Shape Up & Slim Down
[, J^
STUDENT SPECIAL

THE SISTERS OF

wish all Rushees
GOOD LUCK
This Week

awards, or who have passed
all preliminary examinations by the end of their
third year of study
Fellowships for the 1973-74
year will include all fees, a
$300 allowance for books and
supplies, and a $250 monthly
living allowance
Married students may
apply for an additional $50
per month lor their spouse
and each dependent child
Deadline for submitting

Vietnam Veterans
Against the War
tVVAW. will hold a
meeting tonight at 8 at
the Unitanan-l'niver
salist Church on K
Court Street

to be named this week

Minority fellowships available
arts and sciences or who
hold a post-baccalaureate
professional degree and plan
to continue study for a doctoral degree for a career in
higher education.
The fellowships, available
as Course of Study Awards
or Dissertation Awards, are
offered for a maximum of
four years
Course of Study Awards
are for doctoral students
who will be engaged in fulltime course work and or
seminars in preparation for
the general, preliminary or
qualifying examinations.
The awards are for onlyone year, but may be
renewable for a maximum
of two additional years if the
recipient shows satisfactory
progress toward the doctorate

Vets to meet

SBO vice president

"BY ACCEPTING these
theories as fact, women play

The Ford Foundation and
the National Fellowships
Fund have established programs for graduate fellowships for blacks. American
Indians.
Mexican-Americans and Puerto Ricans
To be considered for a
fellowship for the 1973-74
academic year, an applicant
must be:
--A citizen of the United
States:
-Enrolled in or planning
to enter a U.S. graduate
school offering a doctoral
degree in his field of study;
-Engaged in or planning
to enter a career in higher
education

anthropologically inferior.
Reed said
REED BELIEVES that
the capitalist system has

SUN., OCT. 29 - 4:30 - FREE WORKSHOP
8 P.M. CONCERT-$3.00
GRAND BALLROOM

7-10 A.M. with Ann Vaughn
10-12 Noon with Lou Carlson

on WFAL - 680 AM

**»-. 6/1h» BG N.w., TuMdoy. OcteUf J4. l»72

Turkish hijackers surrender
VIENNA. Austria (API •
Four Turkish hijackers who
held M hostages for a day
and a half aboard an airliner
commandeered in Turkey
surrendered to Bulgarian
authorities in Sofia last
night. Bulgaria's BTA news
agency said the hostages
were free and safe
BTA's first report did not
give a detailed account on
the surrender of the hijackers, who had threatened
to blow up the Boeing 707

and the passengers if their
demands were not met by
the Turkish government.
THE
FOUR
had
demanded the release of 13
leftists from Turkish prisons
and reforms by Turkey's
government. When the Turkish authorities refused,
they twice extended their
deadline for action.
Reports from Sofia said
the plane had been parked
on a side runway at the air-

port, where it landed Sunday, surrounded by security
forces, fire trucks and
ambulances. Two of the
terrorists had patrolled outside.
IN A NOTE sent to the
Bulgarian Foreign Ministry.
Turkey apparently refused
to deal with the hi-jackers.
The note is reported to have
said Turkey considered
Bulgaria responsible for
saving the hostages.
The Bulgarian deputy for-

"Drivers now being hired to meet increasing
delivery requirements. Best pay in B.G. plus
commission.

Apply in Person. Domino's Pizza"
(Own car required)

eign minister. Nenko
('endow told the Turkish
ambassador that his country
could not accept this responsibility but would do all in its
power.

Washington to be site
of internship program
Two University students
will be chosen to study at
American University. Washington DC during winter
and spring quarters. 1973.
Dr
Richard Ciiardina.
local director ol the program, said participating students will specialize in
domestic politics, international relations or urban
affairs.

NOTICE

B.G.S.U.
SPORTS CAR
CLUB

Miji* rmployrra throughout t„
I'.S. (pn*att of Kovrmmrnt) »n*
■rHunftqtiAliflrd rollfftr mrn and
womrn lor rttrtt poaibon* with
top pay arid outstanding brntfita.
Kicrllrnt oppurtumbra nut m
man? arraa. Fur FREE mformabun on afudrnl aMMtanrr and
placrmmt program aend -rlf
addrpMrd STAMPED rn*r.opr to
National Plarrnirnl RrgiVtry,
IMi-Trrh Srmrea. 100) h .,-1
Idaho St.. kaJ.-pdi1. MT 59901.

INFRA-REDS
MEETING TUESDAY OCT. 24 at 8:00 P.M. in the Black & White
lounge on Bromfield's first floor. We will have a movie and
make final plans for the Oct. 29 gymkhana.

Some"How comes?"
about shaving, answered:
How come I can't get a close shave?

How come my chin and upper lip are
harder to shave?

How come I get a lot of irritation and
nicks7

Antique Clothing
From the
Sublime to the
Ridiculous
"Grand Opening"
NOV. 1st
501 Farnsworth
Waterville
878-4711

Maybe you should take your
clothes off first. Showering
before you shave will soften your
beard even more. Lots of hot
water and soap is the key to a
better shave.
That's where whiskers grow the
most. Always shave there last.
The longer lather is on whiskers,
the softer they become.

The two students will
meet with governmental
officials and serve as interns
in the government offices of
their choice
The program covers two
quarters. Students are eligible to receive 24-30 hours of
academic credit.
Persons interested in.
participating in the program
should contact Dr Giardina.
231 Administration Bldg

|

|
I

English feather js*

'

THE ATTRACTION apparently is

Y '"• ChsMo Club. Th. lournoment

they recommended I read what to do
next in the law library."
SOME LAW librarians report that
the most thumbed book in the house is
Tow to Do Your Own Divorce in California." by Berkeley lawyer Charles
Sherman IV advises. This book is not
written to replace an attorney but to
help you decide whether you need
one."
Vicky Williams, a Los Angeles-area
housewife who is divorcing her husband pro per alter more than 20 years,
says. 1 would recommend do-it-yourself divorces only to couples who have
no small children and who can settle
community property in a triendly
manner "

TT

Copr 73 Gen"I Fei iure» Corp

ACROSS
l Barrel.

DOWN
1 Andy of the
romira,
2 City on the
Jumna.
3 **... when laat

"i
10
14
15
If'

Henter'a rontrarl.
Part of ■ keel
Tommy. __
Hank .
.
I '-•-'ii in
1'akiatan.
17 Dimrult
aitualion: < »■ 11 ■ ■ >i.
I'» .-'it iii..i*. Jane
20 Tourial attraction
in .them
21 Inefficiently,
2.1 Tardy.
24 Civil War
commander.

4 Type of pothole.
5 Infant*' near.

6 See 51 Down.
7 Uland in Calway
B.T.
8 (.ail for help.
9 I ■'oil
Ill Teenage
sweetheart..
11 Pakiatan-Afghaniltan border
feature.

61
62
6.1
61
65

12 Snowdon lillr.

winka.
Joint.
Navigation aid.
Draw out.
Orrur: Phraae.
Senegalian city.
-American.
Satellite name.
Eastern princess
Nut candies.
Altruistic.
Coo's partner.

13 "

'6

?7

?l
3b

■Fi
.ti

40
4b

I49 1

6<

U-

6"

|6'

hell."

46 Childish speaker.
18 Adios.

50 Kabuliat.
51 The Raven."
for one.

,fui,

fllllM IISt.
fire.
St. Philip
Bernstein opus.
Crate*.
large: Fr.

4—

b?

■-7

22 Take* forty24
25
2b
27
28
29
30
33
36
38
U

IS

II

13 1 ...I18 Express
appreciation to.
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32 Heavenly hear.
.S3 Decoration*:

v AHG E K « 0 NAT]
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1 N C U RHE if "i IEUC rsir
4 S H E SBD
EIRIO 3 Ms
A

Abbr.

■ I Assert.
SS Type of
sandwich.
M Hindu title..
59
mode

^9*®*— CL3SSIFIED
Bowlms Green Sailing Club, beginners It lactics meeting
7pm 302 Math Science Bldg

Developed with your nroli in
ij. No hotmonri that might
utb youi body itucm or altca
tout Kinrial health and well*
being. rVmimne. Dainty. Gentle.
Natutal. (Niithei ol you will be
aware ol in presence)

BGSl' KaraleClub. 7-9pm. Forum. Student Servu-es Bldg

Active Christians Today. 7-«pm. Faculty Lounge I'nun

Stock Market Club. 7:30pm. White Dogwood, t'nion
Speaker Mr Wolfram. Stock broker
Young Socialist lor Jenness and Pullev 7 30pm, 301 Paves
Pall
Ohio Peace Action Coalition 7 30-9pm 020 Shattel Free
refreshments, open to public

LOST
One silver wedding bandengraved • last seen in girls
restroom. 1st II Lib Call
354-6384 REWARD
Black attache caae lost in
commuter lot 4 REWARD
call 074-7420
PERSONALS

From one boor lover to another.

b

TtJ

I*

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Emfco Foam c-lltri »ou ihe coniu.
captive protntion Jn.l pca.e ,.(
ij yoti want and need for vour
todavf and tomoifowi.

HFOULAK

" •P°nto'»d

A women who said her husband
deserted her after 28 days of marriage
recently recalled her first steps toward
dissolution: "I picked up legal papers
trom the countv clerk for 56 cents, and

Tuesday OctM. 1972

0MKO. HRSTINFOAM
... TWO WAYS

0p,n

money Lawyers may charge J350 or
more for handling a simple divorce
Without an attorney the cost is just
filing fees-$44 in Los Angeles, for
example.
Do-it yourself ism was made possible
by the Family Law Act of 1970. which
changed "divorce" to "dissolution'
and eliminated the need to prove fault
II one partner says irreconcilable differences exist, dissolution is simply
progorma

CAMPt'S CALENDAR

Uie only when protection l|
ceded. Applied in ictondi, crteclive immediately. Backed by ovet
ten yean ol tlimcal letting and
by millioni Ol women

U,n,ty

lasted from 9 a.m. Saturday until 7 p.m. Sunday.

In Los Angeles County, about 7 8 per
cent of the filings this year have been
"pro per'' - without a lawyer. Four
years ago only four persons in a thousand filed without legal representation

fi Sum,

tun ttrjl the mugu tram
memmii liki ihtu jnj
n4 ynr timomui a/ leu

th.ie n.xt moves during Ihe first annual Bowling Green In-

ftlOVe

LOS ANGELES lAP) - Californians
apparently are turning in increasing
numbers to a new do-it-yourself project: divorce
While statewide figures are not
available, San Diego County officials
estimate that 15 per cent of the
approximately 1.000 divorce filings
each month are made without a
lawyer.

58 Ignore*.

toe-

Your

Stayv. Pool, junior (B.A.), Ml, and St.v. Glass cont.mplat.

Divorce: 'self-help' style

28 Make cheerleM
.11 Commotion.
.12 Horn; Comh.
form.
M Seven: Comb,
form.
15 I ill..J.I
.17 Benefits.
I« Motcilf.
tributary.
tO Sharp.
42 Pol inn river.
14 Shortened road
■iin.
15 Storekeeper.
41 Roundup
equipment.
4*' Man', nit kn.iMK50 Hairdo.
51 Srholarn.
.*i3 Temptresses.
57 Algerian port.

Whatever bugs you about shaving
ENGLISH LEATHER POWER FOAM SHAVE CREAM
can help de-bug it. We know shaving won't ever be fun. But at least
we can help make it a little nicer to face the day

Nonptaavt. by MajrtJa J. lavnaor

Deadline for applications
is Wednesday. Nov. 1.

25 Ule.

Every stroke of your razor
scrapes away skin cells. So use
gentle strokes (and as few as
possible) in the direction your
beard grows. Never press too
hard with your razor.

THE PARTY
CANDIDATE

Last May, when four
Turks hijacked another airliner to Sofia. Turkey
refused their demand to
release three condemned
terrorists.

Todays Special at LUM's is
Fish it Chips, french fries,
cole slaw and roll for only 75
cents

Weekly Earnings Male 4
Female
Blood
Plasma
Donor Center 010 Monroe St
Toledo. Ohio hrs Mon-Fn 05 Open Thurs nites till 9pm
ph 255-3535
Pomecoming 72 means a
new suit from J D. MADAR.
GENTLEMEN'S
CLOTP
IER. 108S Mam. downtown
Bowling Green Still plenty
of time left
Over 1000
garments to choose from.
See ad in today's paper'

Do your Christmas shopping
early at f'ager studio's
FOR SALE OR RENT
CUSTOM ENGAGEMENT
RINGS Diamonds. Rubies
Emeralds. Opals. Turquoise
by PIMLIP MORTON at Ihe
WORKING I'AND CRAFT
CENTER
353M32.
51}
Conneaut
RUN LIKE PELL
Mon-Frt »f |n| : miles at
either 6 30 or 10pm guys 4t
gals Join us Mike 351-4M4
UAO Austrian Poltday Dec
I4-Dee22>days<i7nltes
Any KciSl
student 0297
Information, reservations,
sign up I'AO olfice by Oct
30 Sponsored bv LAO \ Ski
Club
Slock Market Club Ocl 24.
7 30pm
While Dogwood
Speaker
from Bell <t
Berkwith
Mr
Paul
Wolfram.
Stock
Broker.
010.000
Slock
Market
Contest continues. Join now
Speakers, trip, awards
Peace Corps or
Vista
volunteers
to work as
ACTION
campus
representative Call collect 419259-7442
We love being neophytes
but bow about a little
action
with acUvalaon'

2 Ddrni trailer 10x50 carpel
a c 4 m Irom campus 3527043 alter*
Airplane Club Membership
Cessna 102 & ISO based at
BG Airport Call 691-3515 or
002-1338 Mr Spence
0 TRACK TAPES
Best price and best selection
1399 and up at Finders
Tapes 120 N Main
0 track stereo tapes 03 50
each Call 354-1035 or 3720286 weekdays for catalog
Must sell Danelertro hollow.
body bass. A-l cond. case
strap 040
Call 354-0613
anytime
Sony stereo (ape deck, also
Fender
echo
chamber,
cheap 354-2893 or 353-9331
DIAMOND stereo needles
Full selection at Finders
Records 128 N Main
For
Salt
Magnavos
portable stereo 045 Call 24198 after 6pm
4 - 14" chrome slotted
wheels In all C M aulos 352
0763

«wn
HKCORDS
Finest selection at lowest
prices possible All 05 98 list
I.I1 - only 03 59 at Finders
Pot records G Lightfoot.J
Denver.
Yes.
Black
Sabbath. Deep Purple and
more Finders Records 120
\ Main
64 Karmann Ghia. rough
body, beautiful soul. 0375.
352-7822
71 I'ornet 4 dr red sedan 6
eye. standard shift. 11.000
Original owner, clean ph
352-0703 after 5
F
roommate needed
mimed 070. own room. Jane
352-7320
Wanted - girl to share 1
bdrm parually turn apt in
Village Green No smoking
call 352-0918
Large house near campus
for renl. 0250 mo. The Putch
Pet Shop 354-9603
For rent 3 br bouse Modem
0225 mo 352-5170
Need an apartment'' come
to GREENVIEW 1 or 2
bedrooms
&
some
efficiencies rnliHg
vailaWat^asl
i a
l..r Wallyar call ]

ml
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UC third whitewash victim
By Bob MOOD
SUM Writer
Three first half goals were all the
Bowling Green soccer team needed
Saturday for a 3-0 win over visiting
University of Cincinnati
It was the third straight shutout
for the Falcons, increasing their
season's record to 5-l-l--assunng
them of at least a 500 mark
Dave Dyminski put the Falcons
out front. 1-0. after taking a corner
kick from Tim Davis Davis had

been out of action earlier in the
season because of sore ribs
The goal was Dyminski's fifth of
the season and ties him with Norm
Dykes for second place for this
year's soccer records

I'eede should also surpass the alltime single-season scoring record of
nine held since 1966 by Guenter
Herold
With
four games
remaining. I Vede is two shy of that
mark.
Dykes scored the final Falcon
goal after taking a pass from
r'eede

WARREN HEEDE scored the
Falcons' second goal after taking a
lead pass from Buddy Lewis r'eede
now owns the all-time career
scoring mark for Bowling Green
with 19 goals Jim Brewer set the
old mark ol 18 in 1969

"WE WEREN'T extremely
sharp.'' Falcon coach Mickey
Cochrane said "But we played well
enough to win.

"They 1 Cincinnati) don't have
much of a team, so we didn't put out
our best effort.
"In the second half, we played
everyone because there was no need
to leave the regulars in the game.'
he added
The Falcons took a total of 55
shots in the game, compared with
only 13 for the Bearcats.
Gary Palmisano made three
saves in the first half for the
Falcons, while Bill Heyne made 10
in the second half

Defense is key for gridders
By Kenny White
Assistant Sports Editor
tawMnf Oraen hod
Gainmr
C
'

SWIM

faad jrinari last wfcand anoimt

°*V,«"- Th* WP< "A" taam itffata1 Daytan, 41-i. wMa
ma "•" taam awmpaa' Daytan'1 "1" dub, 1»-0. lalti raarm
»auty icfcaautas Hat waafc.

BG ruggers keep image,
demolish Dayton, 41-8
The Bowling Green rugby
team continued to display
why it is one of the top five
teams in the Midwest by
destroying Dayton. 41-8. last
weekend
The ruggers did it despite
being two men short for
most of the game Dave
Grooms and Chip Ely were
ejected in separate incidents
for fighting
Forwards dominated the
game, getting all but one of
Bowling Green's scores.

Morgan put on a display of
his ball-handling magic less
than a minute later when he
went 20 yards untouched for
a score and added the conversion l'i' also made a
penalty kick late in the
game
Extra effort earned Tom
Wentz and Ely scores just
after halftime
Both
managed to score despite
being held back or snowed
under by several Dayton
tacklers.

BG'S FIRST two scores
came on a pair of brilliant
runs by Rich Born and B. J.
I'aynes.
Both recovered
fumbles and dodged several
tacklers on their scores
Bill Morgan added both
conversions

DOWN 1M at halftime.
the gritty Dayton ruggers
refused to give up and added
two quick scores of their
own to avert a shutout
But second half tallies by
Paul Paese. Rick Hoover.
Roger Hamilton and Mich

IM notes
The team of Steve
Parrett. Mike Frey and
Dave Grooms totaled 23
points to give Alpha Sigma
Phi its first fraternity
championship of the year in
intramural cross country
In the residence hall
division, the Spiders of
Bromfield took the crown
with 39 points
Rich
Gallagher. Tarry Sawyer
and Don Kubec ran for
Bromfield
Jim Woychik of Anderson
fall was the individual
champion as he covered the
1 3-mile course in 6:06.6. A
total of 120 men participated
in the meet

Entries for the all-campus
badminton and wrestling
tournaments
will
be
available from fraternity

and residence hall chairmen
beginning Thursday Entries
are due Nov 7

Stickers win
The
Bowling
Green
women's field hockey teams
beat Ball State University
by identical 1-0 scores
Saturday at Sterling Farm
The "A" team score came
in the first period on a goal
by center forward Karla
F.wald Goaltender
MaryAnn Vest preserved the
shutout.
Kathy Sowers drove for
the B" team's only goal on
the opening play of the
game
"A" team now stands at 11-1 on the season while II
team is 2-1. The "A" team
plays the alumnae Saturday
morning at Sterling Farm.

Swyer sealed Dayton's fate.
The Bowling Green "B"
team also beat Dayton's
"B" team. 18-0
Once considered as consistent as the Cleveland
Indians, the "B" ruggers
have since added speed to
their bakfield and are much
improved.
The win gave the team its
second victory against no
losses this season No points
have been scored against it
THE "B" TEAM faced
much the same plight as the
varsity last weekend After
scoring early in the contest.
Jim Tremoulis was caught
throwing a punch and was
ejected.
Undaunted, the ruggers
quickly followed with scores
by rookie Jeff Gatti and Jeff
Reichel
Kickers
Roger
Mazzarella andGatti missed
the conversions
Jerry Duncan put the ball
through the goalposts late in
the game after Mike Tadden
clawed his way over the goal
for the last score of the
game
In upcoming action the
"B" team travels to Toledo
tomorrow while the "A"
team heads for Findlav on
Thursday
Saturday both
squads face Akron in away
games

For more than a decade
the defensive units Bowling
Green has fielded have
always been known for their
prowess During that time.
BG had been recognized as
one of the top 10 units
Back in 1970 when BG suf
fered through its first losing
campaign 12-6-11
in
lb
years, it was the defense
that garnered most of the
headlines
Last season when BG
sported a crop of sophomores, there was sonic
uncertainty of how the
youngsters would respond
As it turned out. it was the
offensive unit that clicked
and the defense that had its
problems, letting 206 points
find a home on the scoreboard
THIS YEAR has bam ..
complete about lace II it
was not for the brilliant
work of the "Orange Crush
unit, there would be no
telling what record HG
might have
"We are causing team* to
make costly turnovers
said defensive end Kevin
Taylor "Our unit is better
this year because we bave
more veterans and allaround better athletes
Taylor. 6'2". 205-poiind
junior, has earned himsell a
starting berth and is making
the most of his new chance
When co-captain and defer
stve stalwart Billy Montrie
suffered a knee injury
against Western Michigan,
the pressure was on the
Michigan native to react
quickly.

Last year. Taylor saw
limited action when a
broken hand forced him out
of the line-up
This year he is a more
conlident ball player and has
been a steady performer
ever since he started the
Miami contest IV had five
solo tackles against San
Diego State last weekend
I started the I'urdue
game and I was too nervous
|0 do anything. Taylor said
"All I kept doing was
making mistakes that were
hurting the team effort so
the coaches had to take me
out "
The defensive coordinator! are expressing consistency Since the offensive
unit is not earning many
[Hunts in the scoring column,
it's the delense that will
have to take the load until
the "Big O" can produce

That game was built around
an offensive circus, but it
turned into a defensive slugfest
"We have the best equipment and backs." he said in

reference to the offense
"Right now I think they are
pressing just a bit. but in due
time they will break" he
assured.
"Our job is to get the of-

fense the ball and that's just
what we have been doing,"
Taylor said. "I don't know,
but the next time they I the
fans I see us. they'll be in fer
a pleasant surprise "

Harriers win 3
News Special
DELAWARE - Bowling
Green's cross country team
merited what was essentially three wins and one
loss Saturday in the All-Ohio
Championship.
The meet turned out to be
a freakish battle of statistics
between Bowling Green and
Miami University Miami
won the actual meet
championship by one point
over BG.
However, the Falcons won
the individual dual with
Miami by a score of 27-30

"I THINK there is a lot of
pressure on the offense and
(hat comes from the preMason predictions. Taylor
added "Take the I'urdue
encounter
lor example

THE

INDIVIDUAL

honors were won by Bowling
Green's Craig Macdonald.
as he covered the five-mile
course in 24:34, one second
ahead of Ron Stapleton of
University of Cincinnati
For the fourth time in five
years BG had the individual
champion in the event.
Third and fourth places
were also won by Bowling
Green. Tracy Elliott and
Steve Danforth finished with
identical 24 39 times
Overall,
the Redskins
defeated BG on pure depth,
finishing five runners in the
top 13. The Falcons' two remaining runners were Dan

McFarland ilSthi and Bob
McOmbert23rdl
An improvement of one
place by any Falcon harrier
would have put the overall
match at a tie
BECAUSE THE Falcons
finished 1-2-3-10-11 in the
mini meet, they were able to
defeat the Redskins, whose
top men placed 4-5-6-7 and 8
The Falcons won two
other mini meets Saturday,
beating Ohio University 1746 and Kent State 16-46
Bowling Green now holds a
4-0 conference record and a
5-2 slate over-all

Get Set for
Homecoming

"I'M GETTING bcttei
with each game and I'm still
trying to get my feet wet."
he said

LUM'S
Tuesday Fish & Chips
Reg. 99c for only 75c

English Style Fish, French Fries, Cole Slaw & Roll

GO TO HOMECOMING WITH HERTZ
Make Homecoming a real special event for you and your
date. Rent a shiny new car from Hertz, for only s25 all
weekend plus 167mi. Student ID entitles you to a 20%
discount. This rate includes gas. For information.

r*Get ready for action
in the movable suit.
Crkketeer Actionaire
You Gin do almost anything in this
suit you can do out of it This flexible
1
woven fabric oi 100%
Dacron' polyester always bounces
lo shape and nevei relaxes
,ou do It coinos in smart twill
weaves coverts and whipcords wilh
rich deep colonngs Cnckeleer
tailors the Actionaire with flap patch
: a deep cenlei vent The
ive llared bottoms and
bell loops Move into a Cricketeer
and rnioy the action

CALL
352-0887
This year Hertz is offering a special student discount on rental
rates including 50 FREE miles.

u-A. SHA NA NA
0.

and The O'JAYS

THE GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHIER
109 South Main, Bowling Green,Ohio

Thurs., Oct. 26 ■ 9 P.M. - Mem. Hall
$

3.00 - $3.50

on saleJn.JJn.ion Ticket Office

Tuewiay, Oct«W 24, 1V72

SD runs' fo 35-19 win

t<»

Orange Crush (ed)
By Fred R. Ortlip, Sports Editor

N.wsphoto by OIH aeutelie
Paul Miles had hit second best rushing effort of hit career
againtl San Diego Saturday. He ran for 1SI yardt to move
into second place on the all-time BG ruthing list.

SAN
DIEGO-Bowling Green's
football team and the almost 80 fans
who accompanied the club to this city
of fun and sun last weekend, saw a
plethora of things not so familiar to the
average mid-westerner
Temperatures were in the 60s and
70s The scenery was picturesque and
the water i plenty ol it i was clean.
Then there was the San Diego Stale
University football team and ' its
offensive attack, which was also
something altogether different from
any other the Falcons have witnessed
this season
THE AZTECS USED then muchtalked-about quarterback platoon
system and unleashed a corps ol wingfooted receivers to run loose in the BG
secondary In the end. the Aztecs 15-1 ►
owned five touchdown passes and a 3519 victory over (fowling Green
It was the second straight loss for
Don N'ehlen's Falcons 13-2-1), who
return home for only the second tune
Saturday in the Homecoming game
against Marshall
San Diego coach Don ('oryell has
adamantly stuck with alternating
quarterbacks Jesse Kreitas and Bill
Donckers on
every
play-despite
criticism.
AGAINST THE FALCONS, however
the strategy was like a double dose of
poison Fredas hit on seven ol II losses
lor 168 yards and two touchdowns,
while Donckers connected on 10 ol 17
for 215 yards and three touchdowns
The five interceptions Donckers
threw were hardly enough to oflset the
damage he did with his good throws

It was the bomb that squashed
Bowling Green's weekend against the
San Diegans. Donckers threw strikes
of 31 and 57 yards for scores while
I-1 rii.i- heaved 28 and 38-yard TDs that
benumbed the Falcon secondary.
"Other than that (the secondary
breakdowns), we played as well as
we've played all year.'' said a towelkicking Nehlen afterwards. "Our guy
couldn't catch their guy running down
the field. You take six plays out of the
game and it's no contest
"WE PLAYED man-to-man. plus
having a guy deep, and they outran
both ol them. We played almost every
coverage known to man.
They've got two Tinkers iGerald of
Kent Slate who beat the Falcons last
week with a long punt return i on either
sideol the center "
The Aztecs put Bowling Green in a
very awkward position by scoring the
lirst two times they got their hands on
the ball It forced the Falcons to play
catch-up ball the remainder of the
evening
That s not easy, playing 2.500 miles
away Irom home in front of 36.121
mostly uncompromising fans.
On a second and 22 situation. Isaac
Curtis ilive catches. 162 yards for the
night I outran Kick Newman on a fly
pattern down the sideline and
Donckers hit the speedy Californian for
Curtis first of two TD catches The
play went 31 yards.
FIVE MINUTES LATER, the
Falcons gave San Diego new life by
committing pass interference on a

fourth and M.
Alter only three plays, Freitas hit

Tim Boyer with a 28-yard score. Rick
Hans had Boyer covered, but Freitas
lofted the ball perfectly over the BG
defender in the end-zone
Safety Gary Seemann set up the
initial BG score with the first of his
two interceptions early in the second
quarter After the BG drive stalled at
the San Diego 13. Don Taylor kicked a
30-yard field goal to make it 14-3 with
10 26 left in the half.
Following an exchange of punts, the
Aztecs ran their one-play offense
again Curtis grabbed a Donckers
square-out pass, faked Myron Wilson to
the ground, then outdashed three
hapless defenders for a 57-yard TD
play
IN THE FIRST HALF San Diego had
minus five yards ruslung but 218 yards
passing
Bowling Green picked up 119 yards
rushing and 27 passing Despite the
deficit on the scoreboard, the Falcons
controlled the tempo.
BG ran an amazing 47 offensive
plays i for only three points i compared
to San Diego's 21 In the game the
Falcons ran 83 plays to the Aztecs' 66
"That was a helluva defensive team
we chewed up," said Nehlen "We
were finally able to do what we wanted
to do on offense, then all of a sudden
it's 14-0and we're screwed "
After a scoreless third period, the
Falcons looked like they d make a
comeback
Five minutes into the fourth quarter.
Paul Miles broke through the middle
for 52 yards-his longest as a Falcon -to
set up Phil Polak's three-yard TD
plunge
Reid Lamport passed to Bill 1'ittman

for the two extra points to make it 2111.
ON THE ENSUING kickoff. the
Aztecs pulled off what Nehlen called
the turning point in the game With a
third and 12 at the San Diego 24.
Freitas hit Darold Nogle in the crease
for 28 yards
"We had a press' coverage on
them, Nehlen said "They checked
the play off at the line and there was no
way we could cover that guy.
"There was no way Joe (linebacker
Russell i could keep up with him. That
play turned the game around."
Donckers followed with a 28-yarder
to Curtis to put the ball on the BG 15
Eight plays later on a fourth and goal
at the five. Donckers hit Greg Moses
on a simple post pattern to make it 2811
AFTER BG COULDN'T move. San
Diego struck again
Keith Denson ran a fly pattern past
Newman and Freitas connected for a
39-yard score It took just two plays
With 2 51 left, the Aztecs led 35-11
The Falcons came right back on the
next kickoff
With 1 36 left. Joe Babies hit Tony
Bell in the right flat In the most
spectacular play of the season. Bell
laked Alva Wright, cut back, picked up
his blocking and sailed 58 yards for a
touchdown
Babies passed to Roger Wallace for
two points to make it 35-19
With a half-minute to go. Babies and
Lamport moved the Falcons from their
own 39 to the San Diego one on two of
three pass completions and an
interference penalty.
But then the clock expired.

'You'd have thought we won'
SAN DIEGO-Dutl Nehlen was per
pU-xi'il .it the outcome ol Saturday's
loss to San Diego State
"By the way we played, you'd have
though! we won. he said "But you
look up at the scoreboard and..." His
voice li ailed olf
II you didn I count scores, the Pal
runs, indeed, showed the upper hand
much ol die evening BG ran 17 more
offensive plays than the Aztecs, hut
lailcd to cash in on several drives
BG WENT 3* yards in five plays late
in the first and early in the second
quarter, but a Joe Babics-to-Greg
Meezka pass was inches short of a first
down on a fourth and nine play
Later in the quarter, the Falcons
chewed up five minutes and moved to
the San Diego 411. bul an offensive pass
interference penalty and a 14-yard loss

by Babies as he tried to pass killed that
drive
With lour minutes left in the lust
halt. BG had a holding penalty that
thwarted what looked to be a substantial rush
Two minutes later, alter BG moved
to the San Diego 30. Ineffectual passing
turned the hall over
EARLY IN THE third quarter the
Falcons used up four minutes to get
to the San Diego 49. but With a third
and nine situation. Avery Clark
dumped Babies for a 12-yard loss on a
pass play
Finally in the fourth quarter. Held
Lamport tried to hit Mecika around
the San Diego 14. hut the light end was
smothered by two men and Ken
Jackson picked it oil
"They put our defense in an

awkward position." said San Diego
coach Don (.'oryell. after picking up his
99th career win
They must have had the hall 90
tunes tit was B3i We thought they'd
try lo play possession football -the) re
a running team
"THAT'S WHY WF. opened up with
the passing game li seemed ridiculous
lo Iiv toriiiiagainsl their strength
Nehlen said il was just a question ol
match lips
"They've got a couple ol guys with
9 2 speed against our 10 2s After the
kids got beat deep early, they got
scared and backed nit and let them
run." he said
I guess we didn I have delensive
breakdowns We jusl rouldn'l run last
enough

Altogether the Aztecs gobbled up 383
yards, the most a Nehlen-coached
team has ever allowed
"WHEN I BEGAN coaching in high
school. I said that (the high passing
yardage 1 is a mark ol poor coaching."
Nehlen said "But lonight it was just
matchups I don't think it was bad

coaching.
Coryell said BG's defensive
secondary is probably oriented to the
run "
They look like very fine athletes,
but they're probably not very
experienced against the spread offensive formations. We guessed this and I
think we were right." he said
II would have been a real dogfight if
they ithe BG secondary! had played
better Cm veil added -ORTLIP
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Quarterback situation stays same
Staff Special
S\\ DIF.GO Although Joe Babies
started at quarterback Saturday lor
the first lime this season BG'S signalcalling situation remains the same
Babies and Reid Lamport, who had
Started ever) game until last Saturday,
will keep sharing the duties--if Babies
can recover from a hyper-extended
loot that lelt him hobbling alter the
San Diego game
I though! Joe played awlully well
said coach Don Nehlen "But we re a
two quarterback learn and 1 don't wan!
In make it an issue, because it'll split
our team
BAllies COMPLETED live of II
throws for 114 yards, including the 58yarder lo Tony Bell Lamport passed
lor one ol live lor 13 yards and had one
throw intercepted
"One thing about Joe. he doesn't
have to throw very often. Nehlen
said Somehow he gels us oul of these
messes and he moves the team

"When we throw the ball long we gel
into trouble We're not a very good
passing team and we don't have fantastic speed "
Babies said he likes the starling rule
"Coming in in the third or fourth
quarler cold, it's tough to throw." he
said.
"As a quarterback I'd like to play the
whole game, but so would Reid If it's
for the best of the team iplatooning the
quarterbacks l. it s okay with me.
"YOU CAN'T have any selfishness
Reid and I get along okay Our
philosophy was that if I couldn't gel Ihe
team going at the start ol the second
half, then Reid would come in That
didn I bother me, we just want to
win "
Many people are going to bo happy lo
hear Tony Bell is playing like his old
self
The Falcon wingbaek changed his
extra-caulious philosophy before Ihe
San Diego game and il paid off

Hell grabbed a slum Rabies pass in
Ihe fourth quarter and with second,
third and louilh efforts, ran com
pletely around and through Ihe A/lec
defense for a SB-yard touchdown play
BELL CALLED the run the best he I
ever had and explained his resurgence
"The las! couple ol games I've been
playing cautious instead of reckless,
he said "Always belore I'd think ot
how I might mess up I'd think aboul
what might happen il 1 lumbled or
what hand to carry ihe ball in
"And belore. 1 would run so hard I'd
miss (he Mocker ahead ot me instead
ot waiting lor something to break
Now Ini taking my time and 1 know
what I'm doing
Bell also rushed the ball three limes
lor 26 yards
PAUL MILES ran lor his best game
of the year and the second best in his
career
The Falcon tailback churned out 151
yards on 22 carries, including a 52-

yarder that set up BG's first touchdown in the fourth quarter.
Miles, who now has 1.640 career
yards, passed up Stew Williams and
Vic DeOrio last Saturday to move into
second place in the all-time Bowling
Green rushing record book
He still needs 925 yards to overtake
Fred Dung's 2,564-yard record

N.wvh.1. by ClrH S~t.ll.
Quarterback Reid Lamport leeks for on open man in fourth quarter action. Pawl
Miles and Phil Pelak (43) cut down defensive end Steve Bode*.

Scrambling Joe Babies picked up some good yardage against
the Aztecs as wets as connecting an free of 11 paeees fee 114
yardt and one toucMown

leers dump Guelph, 9-4
News Special
TOLEDO -The Bowling Green
hockey team received six goals from
newcomers enroute to a 9-4 exhibition
win over the University of Guelph
Gryphons Saturday night at the Toledo
Sports Arena
The six goals were scored bytransfer Bob Dobek (three), and
freshmen John Stewart itwoi and Rich
Nagai.
Stewart had Ihe hottest line, with
Nagai and right winger Bob Watson's
two goals combining for a line total of
five goals.
Watson had three assists for a gamehigh five points, followed by Stewart
with four
The Falcons started off slowly,
allowing all four Guelph goals in the
first period against senior goalie Terry
Miskolczi. Don Boyd replaced
Miskolczi in the second period and
shutout Guelph for the rest of the night.
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CENTER DAVE Farago paced the
Gryphon attack with two unassisted
goals, the first coming off a faceoff to
give Guelph a 1-0 lead.
BG tied the score when senior Pete
Badour scored at 9:42 of the initial
period.
Gord McCoah won the draw back to
Al Leitch at the point. Leitch slid the
puck across to his defensive partner
Roger Archer for the shot. Badour beat

Guelph goalie Dave Monte to the
rebound for the score.
Dobek put the Falcons ahead at
16:49. converting passes from Chuck
Gyles and Mike Bartley. but the lead
was short-lived. Guelph rammed home
three goals in the next 1:49 to take a 4-2
lead into the locker room after the first
period.
STEWART BROUGHT the Falcons
to within one goal of Guelph midway
into the second stanza on a shot that
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deflected off a defenseman. A power
play goal by Watson tied the score with
a little more than a minute left in the
period.
Gyles started the play in BG's end
and passed to McCosh
Watson
received the pock at Guelph s blue line,
took one stride and let fly. Moote did
not move, as the shot clicked off the
crossbar and went in.

The third period was dominated by
the Falcons, who outscored the
opposition 5-0 The goals came in
spurts, with Stewart and Dobek
scoring 116 apart, and later Watson
and Nagai each scoring within only 43
seconds
DOBEK ENDED the scoring and
gained his hat trick with only two
minutes left
Brian Celentano passed to Mike
"Bronco" Bartley. who made one of
his patented "swoops" on goal. Moote
came up with the first save, but Dobek.
who was trailing on the play, had
Moote at his mercy, and calmly flicked
the puck "upstairs" over the goalie's
right shoulder.
Coach Jack Vivian was pleased with
the win. saying. "That was just what
we needed, being two goals down and
coming back to win. In the first period
there was a natural letdown after
having played the (Cleveland) Barons
on Thursday."
The Falcon mentor said he was
pleased with the rookies, but that there
was plenty of work to be done and a
long way to go before the season
opener with Notre Dame, now only two
weeks away.
The hockey team faces Michigan and
St. Clair College in scrimmage action
this week, before .the final exhibition
game against the Lima Chargers next
Saturday in Lima in the "Strike For
Cancer" benefit game.

